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Keep your fingers crossed for the

weather and keep your eye on your

Inbox for details of this Wednesday’s

Club fly-in

Quote of the Month

“The successful pilot must have a

quick eye and steady nerves”. — W.

J. Abbot

Chairman’s Notes

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS

SVMC is pleased to welcome 4 new

members to our club. They are:

1. Colin Dix who flies from Defford in a

Quasar. Great to see this flexi with the

undercarriage that is reminiscent of a

Klingon bird of prey (Trekkie fan)!

2. Paul Collins and Melissa who fly a

Blade and Chaser .

3. J D Rozario who flies a 912 Rans from

Long Marston

4. Rick Owen recently qualified on

Eurostar

Good to see you at our fly-ins.

EMAIL WOES

I must apologise that some of you are not

getting notifications from me about fly-

ins. I seem to have an email problem that

can only be resolved by changing my ISP.

Hopefully things will improve when the

changeover happens during this month

and then the future will be brighter (but

not with O*****e)!!

Saturday 30th July. “First intention –

no real intention” or “A tale of

geriatric microlighting”. By Ed Wells

Well there are various bits from this

article which we can all learn from

which can apply equally to flying - or any

journey:

·  Have a Plan A

·  Also have a Plan B

·  Don’t be afraid to chicken out

·  When clearly in the wrong – grovel
a bit

·  And  lastly  –  enjoy  the  journey,
wherever it may lead you!

So after, what is for me these days, a

bumper flying week it seemed

appropriate to use the weather on

Saturday 30th to slot a bit more in –

especially as the nights are already

drawing in.

Pete my flying mate was unavailable at

the weekend and the forecast was good

for Saturday, still need more hours for

Bill to sign me off as current - but the

back is still complaining after any more
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The Royal jet

Non-Royal Transport!

than 1.5 hours in the Blade. So what’s

on?

Plan A (First Intention) -

Westonzoyland Cheese Fest, been there

before (about 1hr 35mins last time). A

family engagement in the afternoon so I

need to get off early. Got my passenger

Stan sorted and we were off at 9:10 in

lovely stable air and OK visibility. Easy

track south over Charmy Down then

head south west just missing Bristol zone

direct to Zoyland. Lowering white cloud,

darkening cloud and precipitation over

the Mendips, dark all over the estuary to

the right and to the left. Blimey what’s

that on collision course – its huge and its

flying straight at us! I veer left and the

near miss turns into a massive wind

turbine - phew. Stanley we need to

consider plan B if this gets any worse. We

drop off the Mendips and things are

slightly better but then get worse again

– can’t even see Wells which was out

there somewhere. Enough now, wet and

cold and I simply don’t want to be in this

clag with the prospect of lost sightless

microlights coming straight at me.

Plan B (No real intention) We flew an

almost reciprocal track and landed at

Charmy Down for a leak (simply we

wouldn’t have got any further without

mishap and more unplanned

precipitation). The strip was deserted

apart from a guy walking dogs. I phoned

the Zoyland contact, cloud base was

1200, people were flying but north was

looking like a real problem – suggest you

head in from the south he says! Well

thanks for that (no way). I thank him and

hope the day goes well. So

Gloucestershire is still fine and we don’t

want to go back yet - so we head for

Kemble for bacon and coffee.

An easy track up the Fosse way, blimey

Kemble was busy. A call on the radio and

no reply tells me something has changed

since last time in (or the radio is broken

again). Although busy I clock the circuit

and active runway, do a decent join

downwind and slot in for a perfect landing

– we taxi and hide over by the microlight

hangers then head for Control to see if

I’m in trouble. In fairness they were

lovely to us. Yes I had the wrong

frequency, yes there was a Vintage Flying

day and pre-landing slots should have

been requested. Yes they were operating

two circuits and we had used the wrong

one (because that’s what I saw). But

most significant of all we had arrived just

30minutes in front of a lock down – a

bloody Purple Airway!, Charles was

due to fly out for Zara Phillips’ wedding.

How bad was all that? Very bad, I felt like

a fool, I still feel like a fool - I am a fool...

I grovelled and Kemble Control forgave

me, they gave me the frequency and

some specific departure process and we

slunk away to enjoy the bacon whilst the

airfield stopped for an hour. We felt much

better after lunch. We wandered around

looking at some magnificent old birds

(like you do) and took a few photos.

Charles departed in his jet at 12:30 and

around 1pm we booked out and left – on

the grass strip from an alleged holding

point A4 which I never did find the board

for (yet more embarrassment).
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Cosford Flightline

Over Farm - home of the Flexwing!

In Summary. A good day out and

certain knowledge that ‘use it or loose it’

applies to all the etiquette of flight

planning and proper airfield landings. RT

needs to be used or you will be in trouble

when the air is thick with calls. But rather

be in trouble with calls on the correct

frequency with some information than

bumbling along thinking – I’m P1 it’s my

decision… We missed being arrested by

half an hour – can you imagine the stink

if I’d have flown in blind, chosen the

wrong direction and taxied up to Charles

jet – oh calamity…

SVMC Fly-out to Cosford by Dick Osler

On 1 August, 7 aircraft from SVMC

members with 14 hardy souls aboard

flew up to RAF Cosford for a trip around

the museum. The weather in the morning

was a bit “iffy” with 100% cloud and rain

showers at 1500 ft, but as we left the

Gloucester/Worcester area, things

started to improve and the cloud base

lifted by the time we got past

Wolverhampton airport.

Three Skyrangers (two Skyranger

Swifts), one Escapade and myself bring-

ing up the rear with the Eurostar repre-

senting the three-axis side, and a GT450

and QuikR representing the flexi side,

took part. Overall it is a relatively simple

exercise to fly into Cosford but the paper-

work needs to precede the trip. We all

faxed through our insurance details

(each aircraft must have Crown Indemni-

ty Insurance to allow it to fly into Crown

property).  A fly-into Cosford form needs

to be completed and emailed through to

the airfield admin. They then allocate

available dates. The landing fee is around

£15. At the moment, the airfield is open

Monday to Friday but once September is

here, Wednesday to Friday are the only

days available (no weekend flying into

Cosford is permissible due to gliding ac-

tivities and no manning of the control

tower).

The museum is well worth the trip and is

free to enter. The Cold War hangar has

some stunning exhibits (where else could

you see a Valiant, Victor and a Vulcan

housed together in the same exhibition?)

Add Lightnings, Javelins and Hunters,

and then add on an exhibition dealing

with the Berlin Airlift and it is captivating.

There are plenty of interactive education-

al games for children to play on (if only

the adults would let them!).

The trip was oversubscribed and I know

of at least three other club members who

want to do the trip. Therefore, I would

like to run another trip to Cosford before

the winter. If you want to go, please get

in touch with me.

Well worth a day out.

Fly-in Reports

OVER FARM  27 JULY 2011

Well, this is getting embarrassing! We

had another fly-in, and this time it

was at Over Farm, hosted by Rob Keene.

Fourteen aircraft visited and with the

indigenous flyers from Over, things were

pretty crowded! We also had Club

members come in by road and overall

some 30+ members were present.
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On top of the Cotswolds

Thanks to all who turned up and made

this a really enjoyable evening.

Apart from the excellent and generous

hospitality from Rob, he once again

organised the usual Over Farm fly-in

competition which comprised a

navigation exercise as well as a spot

landing competition. Eight aircraft took

part and once again this was hotly

contested. Myron Burak and Steve Sykes

were defending their success of two

years ago. It was neck and neck but the

clinching factor was the excellent spot

landing pulled off by Myron and Steve

which saw them retain the trophy

(results shown below).

First place Myron and Steve 1100

points*.

Joint second place Jon and Josh Ingham

1050 points.

Joint second place Steve Slade and Chris

Archer 1050 points.

*As you can see, it was all decided on the

spot landing. Having just replaced the

undercarriage on Juliet Tango, Myron and

Steve, that was a very brave effort!

I have to admit to leaving early because

it was one of those evenings where,

despite the deteriorating visibility, it was

simply fabulous to fly. Thanks Rob for the

excellent food including strawberries and

cream (not to mention the extra trip to

the gym to fight the expanding waistline).

OXLEASE 3 AUGUST 2011

Well, wall-to-wall sunshine, and

microlights as far as the eye could

see! That was my first impression of the

SVMC fly-in BBQ at Oxlease on 3 August

2011. It was a peculiar day weather-

wise, because even though rain had

threatened, it was very hot (28.5C),

humid and the thermal activity was very

lively. At Defford, I sat in the Eurostar at

6.00 pm as it was rocking with each

thermal that went through, thinking

should I be doing this? The windsock was

trying to detach itself from the pole at

times, yet hung lifeless at other times.

After 20 minutes of waiting, the winds

abated slightly, so off I went. Once

airborne, it wasn’t particularly rough, so,

heartened by the conditions, I set course

for the 25 minute flight to Oxlease. I

remembered to wind 900 feet worth of

milibars off the Defford QFE to prepare

myself for the landing at Oxlease (which

is some 900 ft AMSL).

The field soon became very apparent

because of the line up of aircraft

alongside the runway (19 aircraft in fact).

A reasonable touchdown and then very

quickly, nose in the trough with the other

piglets! We were marshalled into place by

Doug Morey a retired pilot from the US

who, with his family, was visiting Chris

Ball. What a fantastic spread Chris and

Liz Ball had put on for us. Steve Slade

once again showed us how to fly, when

he took up Nekesa, Chris’s god daughter,

for a spirited introduction to microlight

aviation! Then, Jim Taylor flew another of

Chris’ visitors (Portia) and Bernie flew

Doug’s wife Mary.

I cannot thank Chris and Liz enough for

their generous hospitality and allowing us

to share the wonderful views associated

with their location. This was a very

special occasion because of the fantastic

turnout (39 club members), the weather

and the location. This definitely had the

feel good factor.
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The largest ever Club Fly-in?

One sobering note. Mike Oakley and Alan

Coulon had difficulty on take-off in

obtaining flying speed in their Thruster

and this resulted in their clipping a tree

on the side of the runway before

disappearing from view. Fortunately,

they managed to land (albeit heavily)

lower down in a field, where it was

discovered that both were unhurt and the

aircraft suffered no real major damage.

This delayed the take-off of several

aircraft because we needed to make sure

that Alan and Mike were OK. The light

was fading pretty rapidly and I can

remember thinking on the way back to

Defford that I must eat more carrots!

KEMBLE 10TH AUGUST

Postponed due to weather.

Thorney Island Fly-in

A reminder of the event circulated by

John Hamer at the end of July. (See

leaflet reproduced on the last page)

Safety

Ed Wells’ has been very open when

writing about his close encounter with

royalty. He would have known about the

Purple Airway had he checked the

NOTAMS before he set out. These are

available from the AIS website

<www.ais.org.uk> but you have to

register before you can access the

information. This is even more important

at this time of year as there are a lot of

airshows taking place plus the Red

Arrows transiting from one venue to

another for their displays. Take a few

minutes to use the available information

and avoid close encounters with heavy

metal and possibly being reported to the

CAA.

Internet

Dick appears to have re-established

e-mail contact with those who had

dropped off his “friends” list by courtesy

of his ISP. Keep an eye out for his new

e-mail address when his new ISP

connects him to the system. Let’s hope

the transition is painless and smooth.

Dick has now successfully completed the

transition and his new e-mail address is

richard.riverleys@btinternet.com.

Please amend your address book

accordingly.

Dates for your Diary

20 -21 August 2011 – Nationals Round,

Plaistows Farm, nr St Albans

3rd -4th September 2011 – Wiltshire’s

Wonderful Wizard, Craymarsh Farm.

Re-scheduled date. Contact Charles

Fuller 01249 713270

10th – 11th September 2011 –

Nationals Round, St Michaels,

Lancashire. Re-scheduled Round 3

Contact Neil King 07757 299923

24th – 25th September 2011 –

Nationals Round, Popham, Hampshire.

Re-scheduled Round 2. Contact Chris

Wills 01264 395574

26 – 27 November 2011 – The Flying

Show, NEC Birmingham. Check

<www.bmaa.org>
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Fly in to Thorney Island

September 3
rd

 & 4
th

2011

NEW DATE – Note - NEW DATE

An Event Raising Money for

Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Families Association (SAFFA)

Royal Artillery Charitable Trust
All Single Engine Piston, Balloons, Foot Launch, Microlights, Helicopters.

You're invited to land at Baker Barracks Thorney Island. The island is usually closed and out of bounds to

visiting aircraft but once a year the Army & MOD kindly opens the runways to Sports Pilots. Get this Ex RAF

airfield in your log book! Spaces are limited so please book early!

Register by emailing daryl@darylcornelius.com . Fly in to help us raise funds for the charity, meet the Army,

and share your love of flying with Army families and other visitors.

Runways Lat/long 50 49 08n/00 55 08w

12/30 – 500 meters usable, some lose stones and rough patches

01/19 – 700 meters usable, surface good

Circuits – 1000 feet Regional QNH (Thorney Island is a 15 feet higher than MSL so set QNH!)

To the West on 01/19

To the South on 12/30

Please fly the circuits off the coast and avoid overflying Homes & Horses on Thorney Island

Joining

Standard Overhead Join, when descending dead side do this over the water not over the buildings please.

Radio

Blind Calls on 135.475 (Safety-Com)

FLY - VFR – LOOK OUT of the Window all of the time you are approaching and in circuit

Charity

Donations on Arrival Please be Generous!

Some of the locals rarely see aircraft at Thorney Island, if you would be willing to offer a short

Circuit or local flight to those attending that would be very kind of you. Let’s share our love of flying.


